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PHENOTYPIC EVOLUTION IN MICROALGAE: A

DRAMATIC MORPHOLOGICAL SHIFT IN

DICTYOSPHAERIUM CHLORELLOIDES

(CHLOROPHYTA) AFTER EXPOSURE TO TNT

Victoria LÓPEZ-RODAS, Eduardo COSTAS,
Libertad GARCÍA-VILLADA & Antonio FLORES-MOYA

RESUMEN. Evolucion fenotípica en microalgas: un cambio morfológico espectacular en
Dictyosphaerium chlorelloides (Chlorophyta) tras la exposición a TNT. Un cambio morfológico muy
rápido tiene lugar en Dictyosphaerium chlorelloides (Chlorophyta) tras la exposición de cepas salvajes
al potente alguicida 2,4,6 trinitrotolueno (TNT). Las cepas salvajes, sensibles al TNT, tienen una
morfología típica esférico-elipsoidal. Tras exponer dichas cepas a dosis letales de TNT, solamente
sobreviven células resistentes al tóxico cuya silueta es fusiforme. Estos resistentes fusiformes aparecen
como consecuencia de mutaciones espontáneas que tienen lugar antes de exponer las cepas salvajes
al agente selectivo (TNT): es decir, las células fusiformes estaban presentes en la población salvaje.
La frecuencia de mutantes fusiformes en las poblaciones salvajes está definida por el equilibrio entre
la tasa de acumulación de mutantes y la tasa en que son eliminados por tener una eficiencia biológica
menor (10-102 mutantes fusiformes por 106 células salvajes). Se propone que la selección de clones
podría ser un mecanismo de evolución adaptativa en poblaciones de microalgas asexuales. Este evento
opera mediante la selección de genotipos pre-selectivos que aparecen como consecuencia del
incremento de la presión de selección como fruto de eventos catastróficos en el medio ambiente.
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ABSTRACT. Phenotypic evolution in microalgae: a dramatic morphological shift in Dictyosphaerium
chlorelloides (Chlorophyta) after exposure to TNT. The occurrence of rapid morphological evolution
in the microalga Dictyosphaerium chlorelloides (Chlorophyta) was induced after exposure of the
wild strains of the alga to the potent algal poison 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT). After exposing a wild-
type population (consisted of representative spherical-ellipsoidal cells) to doses of TNT that were
lethal for most of the cells, a TNT-resistant spindle-shaped mutant was able to proliferate. This spindle-
shaped mutant appeared spontaneously by rare mutations before the selective treatment: in deed, it
was already present in the wild population. The frequency of the mutants within the ancestral population
seemed to be determined by the balance between the rate of accumulation by recurrent mutation and
the rate of elimination by selection (ranging 10-102 spindle-shaped mutants per 106 cells). We
hypothesize that clone selection could take place in asexual populations of microalgae by selection
of rare, pre-selective genotypes, driven by a drastic selective pressure subsequent to a catastrophic
environmental change.
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INTRODUCTION

The appearance of Dictyosphaerium

chlorelloides (Naumann) Komárek and
Perman (Chlorophyta) cells that are resistant
to normally lethal doses of the potent algal
poison 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT), after
exposing a wild-type population to a
selective concentration of this toxicant, was
described by García-Villada et al. (2002). A
fluctuation analysis (Luria & Delbrück 1943)
unequivocally demonstrated that the TNT-
resistant (TNTr) cells arose from spontaneous
mutations occurring before the ancestral
population was exposed to the toxic
compound. In addition, the ancestral TNTs

and the TNTr cells seemed to be
morphologically different. While the wild-
type cells were spherical-ellipsoidal
according to the species description, the
mutants were spindle-shaped. Here, we
experimentally analyzed this phenotypic
evolution, which seems to be the result of a
phenomenon of clone selection of rare
mutants pre-existing in the ancestral
population of D. chlorelloides after an
extreme environmental change.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

A laboratory wild-type strain of D.

chlorelloides (strain TNTs) consisted of
typical spherical-ellipsoidal cells of this
species, from the algal culture collection of
the Faculty of Veterinary, Complutense
University. The initial inoculum was isolated
in a high mountain lake in Sierra Nevada (S
Spain). The morphological features of the
strain TNTs were in agreement with those
described in John & Tsarenko (2002: 349)
for the species. However, 2- or 4-celled
colonies are very rare in cultures, being the
species basically represented by single-
celled individuals. The strain was exposed

to 30 mg L-1 of TNT as described in García-
Villada et al. (2002), in the experimental
framework of a Luria & Delbrück (1943)
fluctuation analysis. This analysis allowed
us to distinguish resistant cells that have their
origin in random spontaneous preselective
mutations (prior to TNT treatment) from
those arising through acquired postselective
adaptation (during the treatment with TNT).
After TNT exposure, an unusual spindle-
shaped variant, which was resistant to the
effect of TNT (strain TNTr), was isolated and
cultured. García-Villada et al .  (2002)
unequivocally demonstrated that the TNTr

variant was a preselective mutant.
Ten independent clones from TNTs and

TNTr strains were isolated from single
vegetative cells and grown to mass
populations. Because initial cells were
randomly sampled, each established set of
clones was expected to represent the
morphological variation of its respective
strain. Three replicates of every clone were
established, each with 3 × 104 cells, and
exponentially grown in culture tubes in 3 mL
of BG-11 medium (Sigma Aldrich Chemie,
Taufkirchen, Germany) at 20°C under
continuous light (200 µmol photons m-2 s-1

over the waveband 400-700 nm, provided by
cool-white fluorescent tubes) for five days.
These replicates were established with the
aim of determining the within-clone
morphological variation. Samples were then
taken and 20 randomly-selected cells from
each replicate were digitally photographed
using a Zeiss Axiovert 35 (Oberkóchen,
Germany) inverted microscope. In short, a
total of 600 cells from each strain (10 clones
× 20 cells per clone × 3 replicates) were
photographed. For each cell, the area (A) and
perimeter (P) were directly measured using
an image analysis system (Motic Digital
Imaging 3.5, Motic, Xiamen, PCR). As a
measure of the shape of the cells, the
coefficient of form (CF) proposed by Renau-
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Piqueras et al. (1985) was calculated:

CF = (4 π A)/ P2

According to the formulae of surface
area of a circle, and the length of its
circumference, a CF = 1 is derived;
identically, the surface area and the perimeter
of an ellipse with semi-axes of 1 and 0.5,
respectively, yields a CF = 0.8.

The CF from both D. chlorelloides

strains were compared by a nested ANOVA

using the model:

y = Strain + Clone [Strain] + Error

As long as replicates were the
experimental units, the mean CF value for
every replicate was calculated prior to data
analysis, being then introduced in the
analysis as replicate value. Homocedasticity
was checked by the F

max
-test. Statistical

analyses were accomplished in accordance
with Sokal & Rohlf (1995).

In addition, within the ancestral TNTs

strain with the typical spherical-ellipsoidal
shape of the species, we made a detailed
microscopy search for the presence of any
variants with an unusual spindle shape.

RESULTS

Morphological differences between
wild-type population of D. chlorelloides and
the variant that was resistant to the effect of
TNT were noticeable under light microscope
(fig. 1). The wild-type cells showed the
typical spherical-ellipsoidal shape of this
species, whereas the TNTr variant showed an
unusual spindle shape. In accordance with
this observation, the average CF value for
the wild-type cells was >0.9 (fig. 2), as is to
be expected in circular outlines. In contrast,
the TNTr cells showed a CF ≈0.8 (fig. 2),

which is an expected value for spindle-
shaped outlines with semi-axes in a ratio 1:2.
The differences in CF between strains were
statistically significant; moreover, no such
differences were detected among clones
within each strain (tab. 1).

After searching for variants with
unusual ellipsoidal shape within the ancestral
wild-type population of D. chlorelloides, it
was found the first spindle-shaped cell after
examining 9,116 cells, and the second one
after checking a total of 39,438 cells. That

Figure. 1. Dictyosphaerium chlorelloides cell
morphology. (a) Wild-type, TNT-sensitive cells,
showing the typical spherical-ellipsoidal shape
of the species. (b) Spindle-shaped, TNT-resistant
variant. Morfología celular de Dictyosphaerium
chlorelloides. (a) Cepa salvaje, sensible al TNT,
con típica morfología esférica-elipsoidal. (b)
Cepa resistente al TNT con silueta fusiforme.

(a)

(b)

5 µm

5 µm
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is to say, a frequency of 51 and 110 spindle-
shaped cells per 106 cells was computed. This
estimation of the frequency of the presence
of TNTr spindle-shaped cells in the wild-type
population must be considered as an
approximation, due to the low number of
counts,  and the time-consuming and
cumbersome aspects of the visual analysis.
Nevertheless, a frequency of 10-102 spindle-
shaped cells per 106 cells in the ancestral
population could be considered as a
reasonable estimation.

DISCUSSION

The key to understanding the dramatic
change in D. chlorelloides cell morphology
is to analyze the origin of the variant with
the unusual spindle shape, which proliferated
after the massive destruction of the typical
spherical-ellipsoidal cells subsequent to the
extreme environmental change, i.e., TNT
exposure. The general problem of whether
microorganisms adapt to novel environments
through individual ‘active’ responses, or
through selection of rare spontaneous
mutations, has engendered an interesting
debate (Sniegowski & Lenski 1995;
Sniegowski et al. 2000). As it was previously
demonstrated in other algal species (Costas
et al. 2001; López-Rodas et al. 2001; Baos
et al. 2002; García-Villada et al. 2002, 2004;
Flores-Moya et al. 2005), the selective factor
does not facilitate the occurrence of resistant

mutants; rather it was found that these latter
appear spontaneously by rare mutations prior
to the selective treatment. Consequently, the
resistant spindle-shaped variant already
would be living in the D. chlorelloides

population prior to the extreme
environmental change.

In the absence of the selective factor,
the spindle-shaped resistant mutants would
exhibit diminished fitness, photosynthetic
capacity and efficiency (García-Villada et al.
2002) and quantum yield (Altamirano et al.
2004) which impairs their survival within D.

chlorelloides  populations. However,
mutations are recurrent,  and in each
generation new resistant mutants might arise.
Although most of these mutants disappear
sooner or later due to natural selection, at
any given time there will be a certain number
of mutant cells that have not yet been
eliminated. The frequency of such mutants
(q) will be determined by the balance
between the accumulation rate by mutation
and the rate of elimination by selection:

q = µ / (µ + s) ≈ µ/ s

where µ is the mutation rate, and s is the
selection coefficient of the mutant (Kimura
& Maruyama, 1966), calculated as follows:

s = 1 – (m
TNT

r/m
TNT

s)

where m
TNT

r and m
TNT

s are the Malthusian
parameters of fitness from the TNTr and TNTs

Source of variation df SS F P

Strain 1 0.302 384.43 <0.0001
Clone [Strain] 18 0.014 1.09 0.40
Error 40 0.029

Table 1. Two-way, mixed nested model ANOVA for coefficient of form in Dicyosphaerium chlorelloides
(n= 60). ANOVA jerarquizado de 2 vías para el coeficiente de forma en Dicyosphaerium chlorelloides
(n= 60).
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strains, respectively. Using the values of µ
(1.4 × 10-5 mutants per cell division; see fig.
1 in García-Villada et al. 2002) and the
relative values of m

TNT
r and m

TNT
s (0.6 and 1,

respectively; see fig. 2 in García-Villada et

al. 2002), of each 106 cells in the ancestral
population of D. chlorelloides, ≈35 resistant
mutants of spindle-shaped cells could be
expected. The results from our cell-shape
survey were in agreement with this
estimation because we found that the
frequency of spindle-shaped cells fell in a
range of 10-102 per 106 cells in the ancestral,
wild-type population of D. chlorelloides.
Thus, the ancestral D. chlorelloides

population growing in an uncontaminated
environment was constituted, predominantly,
by a clonal line of wild-type genotype
(spherical-ellipsoidal phenotype) and,
simultaneously in a very small fraction, by
a clonal line of TNTr mutants (spindle

phenotype). After the extreme environmental
change due to contamination by TNT, the
spindle-shaped marginal clone line was able
to grow, whereas the spherical-ellipsoidal
wild-type clone became extinct.

Lenski & Travisano (1994) and Elena
et al. (1996) showed that the cell size of an
experimental Escherichia coli population
evolved rapidly due to successive beneficial
mutations rapidly spreading in the microbial
population by natural selection. Here, we
hypothesize that even more rapid could take
place in asexual populations of microalgae
by clone selection of rare extreme pre-
selective genotypes, driven by a drastic
selective pressure subsequent to a
catastrophic environmental change.

The dramatic morphological shift found
in D. chlorelloides after exposure to TNT is
a singular fact because we did not found any
similar morphological shift after exposure of

Figure 2. Box-Whiskers representing mean, SE and SD for coefficient of form (CF) in the wild-type
(TNTs) and mutant (TNTr) Dictyosphaerium chlorelloides strains. A total of 600 cells from each strain
were measured (10 clones × 20 cells per clone × 3 replicates). Representación de tipo "Box-whiskers"
para la media, SE y SD del coeficiente de forma (CF) de las cepas salvajes (TNTs) y mutante (TNTr)
de Dictyosphaerium chlorelloides. Se midieron 600 células de cada una de las cepas (10 clones × 20
células por clon × 3 réplicas).
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several cyanobacteria and microalgal species
to lethal doses of biocides such as the
herbicide 3-(3’,4’-dichlorophenyl)-1,1-
dimethylurea (Costas et al. 2001), antibiotics
(López-Rodas et al. 2001), copper sulphate
(García-Villada et al. 2004) or a cocktail of
heavy metals (Baos et al. 2002). However,
in freshwater systems located in urban or
agricultural areas, microalgae are exposed to
a multitude of toxicologically different
pesticides (Junghans et al.  2006) and,
therefore, it could be hypothesized that the
appearance of resistant mutants can
simultaneously determine the arising of new
morphological populations driven by
algaecide-resistant clones. However, this
aspect remains to be investigated by using
more biocides and algal species.

From a taxonomical point of view, the
spindle-shaped TNTr strain must be
considered as D. chlorelloides, but in an
extreme of its morphological variation,
because cell morphology of this species
range from spherical to asymmetrically
obovoid cells (John & Tsarenko 2002). Thus,
it can be supposed that the mechanism linked
to resistance to TNT is also implied in the
arrangement of microtubules in the cells, or
in the expression and control of cytoskeleton
regulators.

Modern synthetic chemicals often are
the cause of water pollution in inland water
systems worldwide, and could exert drastic
selective pressures that allow rapid fixation
of rare pre-selective mutants in natural
populations of microalgae after only one
exposure. The case of TNT is an interesting
example.
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